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Mother’s Day 2022: 21 gifts your mum 
actually wants to receive 

 
By Joey Wong 

 
   

This year’s Mother’s Day lands on 8 May, which gives you approximately two weeks to get your 
gift, get it wrapped and hand-write a card that will make mum coo and smile and maybe even cry 
a little. 
 
Before we begin: call your mother, she misses you. Now that we have that out of the way, we’re 
less than a month away from the one day of the year your mother will feel no guilt about letting 
you know you don’t spend enough time with her; don’t call her enough; aren’t eating enough. And 
in honour of this day that celebrates mum — be it new mums, mums-to-be, surrogate mums, bus 
mums, grandmothers — here are some gifting ideas that should, really, only be a blueprint for 
what you actually get mum. You know her best! Put some thought into it, please. 
 
Mamma Mia, It’s Mother’s Day! 
 
For the mum who prefers tea: 
 
Tea might, apologies, not be everyone’s cup of tea, especially if it’s in the gift-giving context, 
which, like candles, can often be seen as an afterthought; a last-minute throwaway. But if mother 
wants tea, then mother must have the best tea. Tea WG’s limited-edition Sakura! Sakura! green 
tea blend carries notes of wild Rainier cherry and sweet rose petals and comes incased in a 
collectable tea tin that mum will most likely repurpose as something that holds spools of threads. 
Errant buttons. 
 
Or, go for something extra special from Paper & Tea, an artisanal tea brand that’s just touched 
down in Hong Kong from Germany. Chocolate Cure N725 blends cocoa beans with Pu-erh for a 
chocolately infusion that’s also, well, tea. 
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Nimerology’s Isabelle's Garden Party Bone China Teapot 

HK$1,535.63 
 
 


